NDT.net Showcase Options 2015

Showcase Advertising

This advertising promotes your selected Showcases by on the spot publishing on NDT.net Main Page, Exhibition, Sub-Sections and Newsletters. Showcases can be modified or changed with another showcase at any time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Option : Best</th>
<th>Option: Economic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>✓ NDT.net Main Page</td>
<td>✓ NDT.net Sub-Sections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓ Months’ Issue &amp; NewsWire Newsletter</td>
<td>✓ Forum Week Newsletter</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* More than 20,000 Subscribers
  1-2 250€, 3-5 220€, 6-12 200€

* More than 8,000 Subscribers
  1-2 150€, 3-5 110€, 6-12 100€-50€ 50% off

---

Showcases on the Spot

**Tracer: Portable C-Scan mapping system**
Tracer is a versatile freehand scanning system that calculates and outputs accurate X-Y positional data for C-scan inspections without the constraints of a scanning frame. Tracer is ideally suited to

**Ultrasonic Flaw Detector EPOCH 600**
The EPOCH 600 is mid-level, handheld ultrasonic flaw detector. Weighing only 1.68 kg (3.72 lb.), its horizontal case is built to withstand the rigors of very harsh environments. EN:12668-1 plus feature

**NDT.net launched a Conference & Proceedings Web App**
An innovative Conference & Proceedings Web App for the area of NDT was developed by NDT.net. This App was launched for the first time for the NDT Canada 2014 conference, June 16-18, 2014.

**Eclipse Scientific LinkScanner**
The LinkScanner utilizes a quick release linking system that can be easily and quickly adjusted to attach to various pipe sizes. Its lightweight and compact design allows for easy transportation to

**PHASCAN portable ultrasound phased array flaw detector**
PHASCAN is a new-generation phased array inspection equipment developed by Doppler. PHASCAN has a powerful detection capability, can achieve a variety of scanning mode and focus mode.